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Dear Student, 

Up until now the subjects you have followed have been chosen for you.  This is 
now changing as you can choose to follow certain subjects at GCSE or equivalent 
courses in Years 10 and 11.  Some subjects you select will be ones you have 
taken before but there is also an opportunity to follow new subjects. 

This means you will continue to study the core subjects of English, Mathematics 
and Science.  You can then decide the other subjects that will eventually make 
up your Year 10 and 11 curriculum.  You will be able to choose from within 
Science, Languages, Humanities, Technology, Creative Arts, Vocational Studies, 
and PE. 

This booklet is part of a process to help you make sensible and considered 
decisions.  Making your choice is important and you should make the most of 
the time available to you in the next few weeks to ensure you make the right 
decisions. 

There is considerable choice over the subjects you can study.  Whilst this greater 
choice will enable you to choose more of your favourite subjects, we would 
advise you to think very carefully before coming to any final decision.  
Remember, a broad and balanced range of subjects will enable you to be more 
flexible in your career or education path at 16 and later.  The options form that 
you will be sent, along with the letter accompanying it will explain the 
combinations you can choose. 

There will be a virtual Options Presentation available via an online link, where 
you and your parents/carers can find out more about the options process. 

If you and your parents or carers want any further information after they have 
read this booklet, the options form and viewed the Options Presentation, then 
you are of course welcome to contact me or Miss Enright. 

 

Miss Louise Gilmour 

Deputy Headteacher. 



 

 

THE KEY STAGE 4 CURRICULUM 

 

 

This year’s options programme is designed to allow you to choose your own personal 
learning route.  There are, however, a number of factors you need to take into 
consideration when making your choices. 

 

It is still expected that all students will choose a broad and well-balanced curriculum.  
This will mean choosing from a range of faculty areas and not choosing a narrow, 
somewhat limited range of subjects. 

 

Students will study the following: 

 

English, Maths, Science, Core PE and PSHE are compulsory.  In English all students will 
take English Literature and English Language.  In Maths all students will take 
Mathematics and the learning for the GCSE course started in year 9 at either 
Foundation or Higher level.  In Science students will follow either a Combined 
Double Science route or Separate Science, in which case they will study Physics, 
Chemistry and Biology as three separate GCSEs. 

 

A choice of one subject from each of the four open option pools.  Within these pools 
are combinations of GCSE and other equivalent courses.  

 

Any student who is considering higher education at a high-ranking university is 
advised to take a Modern Foreign Language.  The Government recommends an 
English Baccalaureate; this is not essential for all students but we would advise 
students to consider including the EBacc subjects in their choices.  The EBacc is made 
up of English, Maths, Science (this can include Computer Science), a Modern Foreign 
Language and History or Geography.  Although this is not currently a certificated 
qualification in itself, the current government state that the English Baccalaureate is 
kept under review in the wider context of ongoing education reforms, and therefore 
its status may change.  All students have to choose at least one of the EBacc subjects 
from the option pools (these are shaded grey on the Options Form). 

 

 

 



In addition, we are offering vocational courses in school through BTEC courses in 
Travel and Tourism, Health and Social Care, Digital Information Technology, Music 
Practice as well as a CACHE course in Child Development and Care and a Cambridge 
National in Sports Studies.  In addition there may be a few students whose needs 
require additional alternative provision via qualifications such as the VCert courses or 
other alternatives.  These needs will be addressed on an individual basis, usually via 
Mrs Moore, SENCO. 

 

Please be aware that whilst we will endeavour to provide the courses on offer in this 
booklet, we do reserve the right to amend or cancel courses that we feel are not 
viable due to low take up by students, cost, or logistical problems.  We also have to 
work within changes which occur nationally, and strive to provide the best 
opportunities for our students. 

 

Everything planned this year is designed to give you as much control over your 
personal planning as possible, while still supporting you in choosing a suitable 
curriculum.  There will be some limitations: class size and specialist accommodation 
are crucial examples, as is timetabling.  It is, therefore, absolutely vital that you make 
a reserve choice and be prepared to accept that you may not get everything that you 
want.  We will, of course, do our very best to accommodate your wishes but cannot 
guarantee it.  We will not accept any option returns that do not include a reserve 
choice.  Your reserve subject must be different from your 4 selected options. 

 

Please remember that this booklet is only one part of the support available.  We have 
the virtual Options Presentation where you will have the opportunity to have the 
options process explained.  In addition to the advice offered, year 9 students requiring 
extra support will be offered an individual dialogue with a member of staff. 

Take the time to make a considered, thoughtful decision. 

Good luck! 



JARGON DICTIONARY! 
GCSE 

General Certificate of Secondary Education: a system of examinations, with subjects 
using a scale of 1 - 9, with 9 being the highest. 

COURSEWORK AND CONTROLLED ASSESSMENT 

Those parts of your work which are done during Years 10 and 11 and which count 
towards your GCSE Examination.  You can expect homework in all subjects which will 
not necessarily be related to assessed coursework. More and more coursework is now 
completed in controlled conditions in school.  These are called Controlled 
Assessments. Many subjects have no coursework or Controlled Assessment at all. 

LEVELS OF TIERED ENTRY 

In a small number of subjects the examination is split into levels of ability, with 
different papers for each level, and different grades awarded to each level. 

ACCREDITATION 

When a course, or part of a course, is given credit or certification by an examining 
body. 

KEY STAGE 4 (KS4) 

This is the term for work usually completed in Years 10 and 11, although pre-learning 
for some of our KS4 courses has commenced in Year 9. 

ENGLISH BACCALAUREATE 

This is also known as the EBacc and is not a qualification in itself.  This performance 
measure recognises where students have achieved a good grade across a core of 
academic subjects—English, Maths, History or Geography, the Sciences (including 
Computer Science) and a Language.  

VOCATIONAL COURSES 

GCSE, CACHE, BTEC or VCert courses that are based upon specific career/vocational 
areas such as Travel & Tourism, Health and Social Care, Business, IT, Childcare or 
Sports Studies.   



THINGS TO THINK ABOUT 

 

In considering your choices you will want to think about other issues.  You are not just 
choosing subjects for the next two years. 

 

SIXTH FORM AND BEYOND 

If you are looking ahead to higher education it would be sensible to think about your 
possible A level subjects.  Some subjects can more readily be taken “fresh” at A level than 
others.  You should also consider the importance of foreign languages.  Many of the top 
universities value languages at GCSE. 

 

WHO TO TALK TO? 

your parents/carers – who usually know you best as a person 

your tutor – who knows you and your strengths in school 

subject teachers - who can tell you about the individual subjects 

Mrs Laird, our School Careers Co-ordinator, and Mrs Wild, our School Careers Advisor. 

 

If, after advice from your teachers, you have a particular difficulty over the choice of 
subjects please contact Miss Enright or Miss Gilmour 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

You usually spend a period of time on work experience.  This ordinarily takes place in the 
Autumn term of Year 11.  In the current situation relating to Covid19 we are unable to 
secure work experience placements.  At the time of publication we cannot be sure if work 
experience will be possible for the current year 9, by the time they reach year 11.  The 
paragraphs below explain work experience if it is able to happen. 

 

Work Experience is precisely that - an experience of the world of work.  It is not primarily 
a way of seeking a more permanent placement at a later date.  It is intended to raise 
awareness of life outside of school as well as contributing to the course of study being 
followed in school. 

 

A process of “application”, interview (in some cases), and vetting is carried out by the 
school to ensure that you are given a suitable placement.  This procedure is used to mirror 
what happens in a real situation and allows you to become familiar with these necessary 
skills. 



 

 

CAREERS EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE 

 

As part of the PSHE curriculum in Year 10, you will be given the opportunity to follow a 
planned programme of careers education, where you will look at all of the post-16 
pathways and begin to form considered ideas about future career plans based on the 
essential twin platforms of INTERESTS AND LIKELY LEVELS OF QUALIFICATION.   

  

Careers guidance continues into Year 11 with a programme of study designed:- 

to give you as much information as possible about the available options at the end of 
your compulsory education; 

to provide you with essential practical skills such as writing letters of application and 
interview techniques. 

 

The School’s Careers Library contains relevant and up to date information covering the full 
range of opportunities available to you in learning and work, as well as a selection of easy-
to-use networked computer programs.  All students will have at least one opportunity to 
meet with Mrs Wild, our Careers Advisor, to support in planning their next steps.   



COMPULSORY SUBJECTS 
 

You must follow the courses in  
 

ENGLISH 
MATHEMATICS 

SCIENCE 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Exam Board: AQA 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover: 
Reading 
20th Century Literature 
Non-fiction 19th Century texts compared 
to 21st Century texts 
Writing 
Creative prose writing 
Expressing a viewpoint 
Speaking & Listening 
Presentation to the class on a topic of your choice. 
 
Teaching Strategies 
Reading a range of genres from different time periods and exploring how meaning is constructed. 
Classroom discussion, group work and student-led presentations. 
Planning and drafting writing for different genres, audiences and purposes. 
Writing from different points of view, including character perspectives and to communicate personal 
opinions. 
Independent and teacher-led research using a range of mediums including ICT to understand context 
of studied sources. 
 
Coursework 
One speaking and listening presentation, which is reported as part of the qualification, but does not 
form part of the final mark.  
 
Exams 
For English Language there are two exams which will involve reading and responding to unseen texts.  
These exams assess both reading and writing. 
 
Component 1 
Reading literary 20th Century texts which may be selected from genres such as adventure and action, 
Bildungsroman, crime and thriller, dystopia, fantasy, Gothic fiction, historical fiction or sci-fi. 
Creative prose writing in response to visual or written stimuli. 
 
Component 2 
Reading non-fiction 19th and 21st Century texts which may include diary entries, reports, articles, 
speeches, reviews and letters. 
Writing to express a viewpoint in response to a topical statement. 
 
Further information can be obtained from: Mrs A Silvester and Miss P Mardle. 

English 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exam Board:  AQA GCSE 
 

Summary of the topics you will cover:  
Reading 
 Shakespeare 
 The 19th Century novel  
 A modern text  
 Poetry  
 Unseen poetry. 
 

Writing 
 Analytical writing  
 Essay writing skills. 
 

Teaching Strategies 
Independent and teacher-led research to fully appreciate the context and background against which 
chosen texts should be understood. 
Close reading of literary texts and poems with focus on language analysis, structural choices and wider 
meaning. 
Planning and writing extended analytical and discursive responses to ideas encountered in chosen 
texts. 
Class discussion around themes, characters, plot and authorial intent. 
 

Coursework  
None - all assessment is exam based. 
 

Exams 
For English Literature there are two exams.  Both will ask students to respond to questions about the 
texts they have studied and develop arguments about character and theme.  These are closed text ex-
ams. 
 

Paper 1 
Shakespeare - texts may include “Macbeth” or “The Merchant of Venice”. 
The 19th Century novel - texts may include “A Christmas Carol”, “Frankenstein” or “Jekyll and Hyde”. 
 

Paper 2 
Modern texts - texts may include “An Inspector Calls”, “Lord of the Flies” or “Animal Farm”. 
Poetry - a set anthology from either the “Power and Conflict” or “Love and Relationships” collection. 
Unseen poetry. 
 

Further information can be obtained from Mrs A Silvester and Miss P Mardle. 

English 
Literature 



Exam Board:  OCR GCSE Mathematics B J560 
 
Introduction 
Mathematics is a compulsory core subject. As a 
valuable qualification it is often requested by 
employers or for entry to further study; it is vital for 
those wishing to study technology, engineering, 
science and a whole range of other disciplines. The 
study of Mathematics will provide you with the 
power to describe, explain and analyse the world 
around you. The Linear GCSE course is studied over 
three years and examined at the end of Y11.  
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
The GCSE course will cover the areas of; 
 Number and Algebra 
 Geometry and Measures  
 Probability and Statistics. 
Functional skills will be embedded to develop the real life application of Maths. 
 
Teaching Strategies 
At the start of Year 10 your teaching set will be reviewed according to the progress you’ve made throughout 
Year 9 and your class teacher assessment.  Lesson activities will be planned  appropriate to your ability and likely 
tier of entry at GCSE.  Practical, discussion and ICT work will enhance your learning experience. The opportunity 
to complete rich , challenging tasks will encourage you to think more widely about each topic studied. 
 
Coursework 
None. 
 
Other Assessment 
The Maths GCSE course is examined at the end of Year 11. 
 
Year 9 Maths Faculty Internal Assessment June 2022 
Year 10 Maths Faculty Internal Assessment May 2023 
Year 11 Calculator Paper 1hr 30min 33⅓%  Summer 2024 
 Non-calc. Paper 1hr 30min 33⅓%   
 Calculator Paper 1hr 30min 33⅓%  
Students can be entered at one of 2 levels, each with a restricted range of grades: 
Foundation tier:  grades 1 - 5 are available  
Higher tier:  grades 4 - 9 are available 
Your teacher will advise you which level you are most suited to.   
We aim to enter all students for GCSE Mathematics. 
 
Further information can be found in the Maths area on Sharepoint. If you have any queries concerning your 
GCSE in Mathematics, see either your Maths teacher or Mr N Trett in the Maths team room. 

Mathematics 



 
 
 
 
 
 

GCSE (9-1) Sciences 
 
 
Exam Board: AQA specification 
 
Introduction to GCSE Sciences  
Students have started some common GCSE modules in Year 9. 
The routes through Science beyond Year 9 are:- 
AQA Combined GCSE Science Trilogy (9-1). 
Or 
AQA GCSE Separate Science Pathway—GCSE (9-1) Biology, GCSE (9-1) Chemistry, GCSE (9-1) Physics. 
 
In order to do the Separate Sciences option students will need to choose Separate Science in the  option pool 
section. 
 
Combined Science 
 
Introduction to Combined Science 
This option produces a double GCSE combining Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 
 
Teaching Strategies 
Practical work, ICT simulations, internet searches, multimedia science lab structured work, discussions and 
debates, projects, quizzes individualised student work 
 
Assessment overview 
A mixture of different question styles, including multiple choice questions, short-answer questions, calcula-
tions and extended open response questions. Each paper carries equal weighting of 16.7% of the GCSE. 
Biology Paper 1: Cell Biology, Organisation, Infection and Response, and Bioenergetics. 
Biology Paper 2: Homeostasis and Response, Inheritance, Variation and Evolution, and Ecology.  
Chemistry Paper 1: Atomic Structure and the Periodic Table, Bonding, Structure and the Properties of 
Matter, Quantitative Chemistry, Chemical Changes, and Energy Changes. 
Chemistry Paper 2: The Rate and Extent of Chemical Change, Organic Chemistry, Chemical Analysis, Chemis-
try of the Atmosphere, and Using Resources. 
Physics Paper 1: Energy, Electricity, Particle Model of Matter, and Atomic Structure. 
Physics Paper 2: Forces, Waves, and Magnetism and Electromagnetism. 
 
If you wish to discuss these options further, please speak to Mrs C Moran, Mr S Lucking, Mr J Parks or Mr J 
Harker in Science. 



The next section gives a brief summary of the option 
subjects and broad outline of the content.  Some will 
have no coursework or controlled assessment tasks 
whilst in others this rises to 75%. 

 
Please read this section carefully, discuss with your 
parents and subject teachers. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Before undertaking GCSE Art and Design, you will have studied art and design at Key Stage 3.  You will 
have some experience of using art materials and processes, together with some knowledge of 
contemporary and historical art and design.  More importantly, you will have a love of the subject and 
feel motivated to develop your visual skills and express your ideas in working through projects and 
assignments. 
 
Exam Board:  EDEXCEL 
 
Introduction 
This course is suitable for students who are: 
 keen to develop their visual skills 
 creative, enthusiastic and imaginative 
 able to investigate and research 
 able to enjoy visits to galleries, museums, workshops and studios 
 willing to experiment and take risks in their work 
 willing to review their progress and make improvements. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
You will have the opportunity to work in a range of media i.e. paint, pencil, papier maché, textiles, print, 
pastels, fabrics, clay, card, ICT etc.  The GCSE covers a range of activities.  You will have the opportunity 
to experiment with different media in order to explore your strengths and preferences.  Whatever you 
choose, the main aim of the course is to develop your visual language skills and for you to build a 
comprehensive portfolio of work to progress to further courses or employment. There are various topics 
including “Structures and Surfaces” and “Still Life”. 
 
Teaching strategies 
Group and class discussion and workshops. 
Short studies and project work. 
Thematic and local trips with regular feedback. 
Gallery visits. 
Individual discussion and guidance. 
 
Coursework 
Personal portfolios.  Throughout the course you will gather and develop work that goes towards a final 
exhibition of projects carried out in normal lesson time supplemented by homework. This work will be 
produced both large scale pieces and in sketchbooks throughout the course. 
All this work counts for 60% of the final mark.  
 
Other Assessment 
One timed test of 10 hours.  This will be accompanied with a sketchbook which includes the preparation 
work, investigations and experiments leading to a final piece.  This will show how you have arrived at an 
idea, artists you have explored, resources you have used, experiments with techniques and materials 
you have made.  You will then create a final piece of your choice over a 10 hour period. This is worth 
40% of total marks. Your work will be presented as a final exhibition alongside the coursework.  
 
Further information can be obtained from:  Mrs T Hetherington or your Art teacher. 
Special note: If you are considering Art Photography AS in the Sixth Form, it is important to have Art or 
Photography GCSE. 

Art & Design 



Exam Board; Edexcel 
 
Introduction   
This course is suitable for students who are: 
Keen to develop their visual skills 
Creative, enthusiastic, imaginative 
Able to follow a line of enquiry 
Able to experiment and take risks 
Interested in lens and light based media (photography/film/light sensitive media) 
Willing to review their progress and make improvements 
Willing to engage with a range of ideas and approaches to photography 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
You will  learn to work in a range of materials and processes linked to photography and the idea of 
recording the world around you. You will have the opportunity to experiment with a range of photographic 
processes, as well as developing ideas using the photograph as a physical material or starting point.  You 
will be able to work with a range of workshops to develop your skills and creative thinking.  You could be 
working with both chemical and digital processes and exploring how to use these to develop a theme. 
Themes will vary from ideas such as Structures and Surface, Shadows and Light, Movement & Still life.   
 
Teaching strategies 
Group and class discussion and skills based workshops 
Short thematic studies and project work 
Gallery visits and local trips 
Individual discussion, feedback and guidance 
 
Course work 
Personal Portfolios 
Throughout the course you will gather and develop work that goes towards a final exhibition of projects 
carried out in normal lesson time. This will be completed in sketchbooks and in folders for lager pieces of 
work. You will explore a range of ideas and starting points based around  areas of study including location 
photography, studio photography and experimental imagery. You will use your sketchbooks to record 
processes, experiments, your own photography,  to create thumbnail sketches for plans, and to present 
material tests and artist reference. 
 
Other Assessment 
One timed test of 10 hours. This will be accompanied with a sketchbook that includes the preparation work, 
investigations and experiments leading up to a final piece. This will show how you have arrived at an idea, 
photographers and artists you have explored and experiments you have created through your photography 
and material tests.  You will then create a final piece over a 10 hour period which you have designed. This is 
worth 40% of your final mark. 
 
For further information please see Miss Crofton or Mrs Hetherington: please note if you are considering 
Photography for A Level you will need to have an Art or Photography GCSE. 

Art & Design  
Photography 



Exam board: Edexcel 
 
Introduction 
The course is suited to any student considering a career in the Health and Social Care sector including 
jobs such as a nurse, social worker, family support worker, care assistant, midwife, psychologist and 
teacher. BTEC qualifications provide students with an opportunity to develop practical skills of 
organisation, independent research and application of knowledge as well as an understanding of the 
subject. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Across the two years students will complete 3 different components which are aimed at giving a general 
overview of the sector to act as a building block to further, more specific, study at high levels.  
Component 1 – Human Lifespan Development: In this component students gain an understanding of the 
typical patterns of development across the lifetime before considering factors and life events which may 
alter this expected development. 
Component 2 – Health and Social Care Values: This topic has students focusing on the responsibilities and 
roles that different Health and Social Care professionals have. This allows students to develop an 
understanding of the skills required by each career or organisation including ways they are achieved.  
Component 3 – Health and Wellbeing: This component is a synoptic assessment meaning it combines the 
knowledge from the previous components studied.  
 
Teaching strategies 
Students will spend a great deal of time gathering and using their own research about individuals or 
using case studies to apply their understanding of the topic to real life situations. This helps students to 
build a practical knowledge of how information is used within Health and Social Care. There is also a 
high level of student led work in order for students to personalise the course and add interest. With this 
in mind students should be highly motivated in order to complete these tasks. 
 
Coursework and assessment 
The course is assessed with Pass, Merit or Distinction grades. These grade outcomes are equivalent to 
GCSE grades 4-9. Students are mainly assessed internally with components 1 and 2 being portfolio 
projects (assignments). This form of assessment will allow students to continually improve their work 
based on feedback that they receive in lesson. The final component is a synoptic unit, and is assessed 
through an external exam lasting 2 hours. 
 
Further information can be obtained from Mrs Scales or Miss Gilbert in SF4.. 

BTEC Tech Award in 
Health & Social Care 
Level 2 



Exam Board: Edexcel 
 
Introduction 
Completing a BTEC in Travel and Tourism will 
provide you with an insight into working in the 
travel industry in the UK and worldwide.  
Students will need to be motivated and 
comfortable working independently as two 
thirds of the assessment for this course takes 
place through assignments and just one third by 
an exam. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Travel and Tourism Organisations and Destinations 
There are many organisations involved with different aspects of travel and tourism, including travel 
agents, tour operators, transport, accommodation providers and visitor attractions. In this component, 
you will learn about the wide range of different travel and tourism organisations and their aims such as 
making a profit, providing services, promoting a cause or contributing to the community. You will be 
assessed with a series of assignments which you will complete during lesson time. 
 
Influences on Global Travel and Tourism  
There are many factors that may influence global travel and tourism, and they are constantly changing. 
For example, severe weather events, political and economic factors; the publicity a destination receives 
can all affect the decisions visitors make and the way some travel and tourism organisations operate. 
Tourism can have a positive and a negative impact on local communities, the economy and the 
environment, and the issue of sustainability is a concern for many destinations, organisations and 
governments. You will be assessed by an exam which lasts two hours. 
 
Customer Needs in Travel and Tourism 
The travel and tourism sector has to meet the needs and preferences of many different types of 
customer. This can include customer needs such as wanting a holiday at a certain time of year or within 
a certain budget, and preferences such as individuals wanting an adventure holiday and families wanting 
a beach and activities for young children. You will be assessed with a series of assignments which you 
will complete during lesson time. 
 
Teaching Strategies 
Students are expected to conduct research within travel contexts and the course is always applied to 
real world settings. Assignments may involve PowerPoint presentations, map work and reports. 
 
Assessment 
This BTEC qualification is the equivalent to one GCSE grade 4-9 awarding students on a basis of Pass, 
Merit, Distinction or Distinction*.  
Further information can be obtained from Mrs Berrisford in SF3. 

BTEC Tech Award in Travel 
& Tourism Level 2 



 
 
 
 
 

Exam Board:  Edexcel GCSE Business Studies 
 
Introduction 
What is Business Studies?   
Business Studies covers a wide range of topics 
to do with the understanding of the business 
world and how it works.  Business examines 
the way in which firms impact on the economy 
and how they organise themselves. 
Why do Business Studies?   
Business Studies prepares you for living in 
today’s society in the broadest sense.  You are 
all going to be consumers – some of you may become employers, producers and entrepreneurs (people 
who start businesses). 
You are making decisions all the time, based on the information you have.   
Business Studies will teach you ways of reaching decisions, weighing up all the arguments and solving 
problems as they happen. We will do this theoretically and mathematically. 
This is a demanding subject and a good English Language ability is essential for the extended written 
answers needed in the exam. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Year 10 
The importance of Enterprise and Innovation 
Spotting business opportunities 
Putting Business ideas into practice 
Effective business management 
Understanding the economic, environmental, external influences on business 
Year 11 
Making marketing decisions 
Making product decisions 
Making financial decisions 
Making human resource decisions 
 
Teaching strategies 
Research, class discussion, case study investigation, PowerPoint based notes, outside speakers and 
visits, video, interactive tasks and note taking 
 
Assessment 
2 Exams 100% = GCSE 
Theme 1 Extended Written Answer Exam (50%) - 1 ½ hours 
Theme 2 Extended Written Answer Exam (50%) - 1 ½ hours 
 
Further information can be obtained from Mr N Edge nedge@farlingaye.suffolk.sch.uk 

Business Studies 



Exam Board: CACHE (Council for Awards in Care, 
Health and Education) 
 
Introduction 
This qualification prepares you to work, in a 
supervised capacity, with children and their 
families in a range of settings. The course will also 
prepare you for progression onto Level 3 
qualifications in linked areas such as Health and 
Social Care as well as Child Care. You will develop 
your understanding of the places in which children 
are cared for and the advantages of each, as well as finding out about the various stages of development 
between birth and 5 years. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
You will complete three units of study which focus on the development of children: 
Unit 1 – Working with Children Aged 0-5 Years: This unit looks at the types of settings and local provision 
for children. You will learn how to prepare for working in settings and the responsibilities of early years 
workers. In addition, you will consider how you study effectively. 
Unit 2 – Development and Well-being 0-5 Years: This unit focuses on the holistic development and the 
factors that affect development. You will be introduced to ways of observing children so that you can 
support development through appropriate activities and care routines.  
Unit 3 – Child Care and Development 0-5 Years: This unit asks you to bring together all your knowledge 
gained through the previous two units and is assessed through a short-answer question paper. 
 
Teaching Strategies 
Students will take on independent research and study to inform their understanding of the different 
services and roles within child care. As students are required to produce internal coursework portfolios 
much of the course is completed through student-led tasks. This means that students should be 
motivated, interested in the subject and organised, with good communication skills. It is also 
recommended that the Year 11 work experience is completed in a relevant child care setting. 
 
Coursework and Assessment 
Units 1 and 2 are assessed internally through a series of assignments and presented as a completed 
portfolio; this includes students’ own independent research, presentations that they have created and 
reports detailing different aspects of childhood studies. Unit 1 and 2 are both worth 25% of the final 
grade.  Unit 3 is worth 50%.  All 3 units must be achieved to gain the qualification. The course is graded 
A*-D, which is equivalent to GCSE grades 9-4. 
 
Further information can be obtained from Mrs Laird. 

NCFE CACHE Level 2 
Technical Award in Child 
Development and Education 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Exam Board:  OCR 
 
Introduction 
The course will develop critical thinking, analysis and problem-solving skills through the study of computer 
programming. For many students, it’ll be a fun and interesting way to develop these skills, which can be 
transferred to other subjects and even applied in day-to-day life. In this respect, the course will make an 
excellent preparation for students who want to study or work in areas that rely on these skills, especially 
where they are applied to technical problems. These areas include engineering, financial and resource 
management, science and medicine. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
This course looks at how computers, networks and programs work and takes a ’behind the scenes’ look at 
computers. We will investigate different programming languages and write programs to solve tasks. You will 
find out how computers really work and what Binary Code is. Do you know how to think like a computer? This 
is a subject that requires good maths skills , for example part of the theory paper looks at  converting positive 
denary whole numbers into 8-bit binary numbers and vice versa. Also adding binary integers and converting 
positive denary whole numbers. The coursework is logic based and students who have good mathematical 
and analytical skills would do well on this course. 
 
Teaching strategies 
Group and class discussion, Portfolio and research work, Independent learning using specified targets and 
deadlines, Individual discussion and guidance. 
 
Written exam papers  - 100% of GCSE marks 
There are two exam papers taken at the end of Year 11. Each paper is worth 50% of the GCSE. 
Computer Systems: The first component is an exam focused on computer systems covering the physical 
elements of computer science and the associated theory. The exam will cover Systems Architecture, Memory, 
Storage, Wired and wireless networks, Network topologies, protocols and layers, System security, System 
software, Ethical, legal, cultural and environmental concerns and will account for 40% of the GCSE. 
Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Programming: This component is focused on the core theory of 
computer science and the application of computer science principles. The exam will cover Algorithms, 
Programming techniques, Producing robust programs, Computational logic, Translators and facilities of 
languages, Data representation and will account for 40% of the GCSE. 
 
For further information see Mr M Smith 

Computer Science 



Exam Board: AQA 
 
Introduction 
This GCSE is designed to specialise on 
Graphics with elements of Electronics. 
GCSE DT will take everything you have 
learnt in Technology to a more advanced 
level.  If you enjoyed creating design ideas, 
researching into products, building and 
testing models and producing a final 
product then GCSE DT is for you.  We are 
looking for hardworking, enthusiastic 
students who want to achieve.  
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
In Year 10 you will design and make several graphics and electronics projects that will allow you to work 
in a variety of mediums. These projects will give you opportunities to work both independently and in 
teams to improve your creativity, planning and communication, and problem solving skills. Areas 
covered through theses projects include: 
Materials and processes, including new and emerging technologies.  
CAD/CAM, using various 2D and 3D computer packages together with the laser cutter and 3D printer.  
The work of designers, design movements and companies. 
Environmental, social and economic influences and their impact on designing and making. 
Methods of construction, manufacturing.  
By the end of the course you should be a competent user of both theoretical and practical design 
techniques.  
 
Assessment 
NEA (non-exam assessment) 50% of the final GCSE mark. 
This project is completed between summer of Year 10 and spring terms of Year 11.  In this you will pick a 
suitable product to design and make using a variety of materials, tools and skills.  At the end of the 
course you should be left with a professionally finished product and a supporting evidence folder of 
around 20-30 pages. 
 
Written Examination 50% of the total marks - 
At the end of the course the exam will test your theoretical knowledge of Design and Technology. 
Throughout the course you will be assessed on a range of tasks, both practical and theoretical.   
  
Further information can be obtained from Miss Gordon 

Design & Technology— 
Graphic Products with  
Systems & Control 



Exam Board: AQA 
 
Introduction 
GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition consists of two units including two controlled assessment tasks and a written 
exam. It will allow you to develop and extend your skills, demonstrate effective and safe cooking skills by planning, 
preparing and cooking a variety of food commodities whilst using different cooking techniques and equipment, 
knowledge and understanding of the functional properties and chemical characteristics of food as well as a sound 
knowledge of the nutritional content of food and drinks, understand the relationship between diet, nutrition and 
health, including the physiological and psychological effects of poor diet and health, the economic, environmental, 
ethical and socio-cultural influences on food availability, production processes, diet and health choices, functional 
and nutritional properties, sensory qualities and microbiological food safety considerations when preparing, 
processing, storing, cooking and serving food, this means that everything you do will be directly linked to working 
in any aspect of the Catering industry e.g. - Chef , restaurant manager to Food Scientist. It is also a great GCSE to 
teach you life skills for your future, developing not only your cooking skills, but also a wide range of key skills such 
as research, planning and evaluation, numeracy, literacy and ICT skills. 
 

Summary of the topics you will cover 
The Industry: Food and commodities, principles of nutrition, diet and good health, the effect of cooking food, 
where food comes from, cooking and preparation and the development of recipes and ideas. Job roles, 
employment and training, Health, safety, hygiene and legislation covering these areas, Methods of cooking, 
Culinary terms, Presentation of food, Nutrition, including healthy eating, special diets. Menu planning, Costing and 
portion control, Specialist equipment and the use of, Communication and record keeping, Environmental 
considerations, Food packaging. 
 

Teaching strategies 
Three lessons over the two week timetable covering practical and theory elements. Work will include research, 
planning, practical demonstrations, practical cookery, evaluation of practical, worksheets, note taking, individual 
and group work, end of topic tests and practice exam questions. Where possible it will also include visits from 
guest chefs, work experience and visits to catering establishments. 
 

Other assessment 
Component 1:  Written exam  (1 hour 45 minute) 50% of GCSE .  
 

Controlled assessment 
Component 2:  Controlled assessment 50% of GCSE 
Assessment 1: Food investigation assessment  (8 Hour) - A scientific food 
investigation in the preparation and cooking of food. 
Assessment 2: Food preparation assessment (12 hour) -  Prepare, cook and 
present a menu showing skill, planning, preparation, cooking and 
presenting food. 
 

Skills required 
Positive emphasis on scientific research, practical skills and learning 
through practical work. Organisation, ability to follow a recipe, numeracy, 
literacy, ICT, independence. Research, planning and evaluation through 
written work. 
 

For further information see Ms Gray & Mrs Morden 

Design & Technology - Food 
Preparation and Nutrition 



Exam Board: AQA 
 
Introduction 
GCSE Resistant Materials will take everything you have learnt in 
Technology to a more advanced level.  If you enjoyed creating 
design ideas, researching into products, building and testing 
models and producing a final product then GCSE DT is for you.  
We are looking for hardworking, enthusiastic students who 
want to achieve.  
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
In year 10 you will look at and investigate different material 
areas to gain a practical and theoretical knowledge. You will use a variety of hand tools as well as CAD software 
and CAM equipment such as laser cutters and 3D printers. 
 You will look at how designers and engineers work with plastics through creating lasercut and injection 

moulded trinkets. 
 Whilst making an intricate wooden box, you will discover how designers and carpenters manipulate this 

material to create elaborate objects. 
 You look at how metal can be formed whilst creating cast items helping you realise how centuries of 

development have led to the structures we see today. 
 Investigate famous designers and use their style to design and create your own lamp. 
After gaining this knowledge you will put it to good use in the designing, development and manufacture of a 
product of your own design. 
 
The majority of Y11 is dedicated to competing your NEA 
NEA (non-exam assessment) 
The NEA is 50% of the final GCSE mark. 
This project is completed between summer of Year 10 and spring terms of Year 11.  In this you will pick a 
suitable product to design and make using a variety of materials, tools and skills.  At the end of the course you 
should be left with a professionally finished product and a supporting evidence folder of around 20-30 pages. 
 
Assessment 
Throughout the course you will be assessed on a range of tasks, both practical and theoretical.   
 
NEA—50% of the total marks. 
Written Examination (50% of the total marks) - at the end of the course the exam will test your theoretical 
knowledge of Design and Technology. 
 
Further information can be obtained from Mr Hawtin or Mr Wetherell 

Design & Technology— 
with Resistant Materials 



Exam Board: Edexcel 
 

Introduction 
During your textiles modules of the carousel at KS3, you 
will have learnt about designing for a particular client, 
how to develop abstract, creative design solutions, 
explored a range of themes of inspiration and learnt basic 
construction and decorative techniques.  At GCSE you will have the opportunity to expand on this learning but 
with more freedom.  Learning will be put into context of today’s dynamic fashion and textiles industry. 
 

Summary of topics you will cover 
You will be able to pursue and develop projects in any of the following areas: 
 The design and creation of clothing and fashion for creative and commercial audiences, clients and 

consumers. 
 The use of a range of fashion design techniques, materials and tools such as pattern cutting, adornment, 

accessories and illustration on fabrics and garments with consideration of sustainable materials, recycling 
and ethical manufacture. 

 The use of printed textiles to create bespoke pieces and haute couture. 
 The design of constructed textiles for use in furnished interiors, utilising their tactile and physical qualities 

for intended purposes. 
 The design of stitched and/or embellished textiles for use in creative and commercial industries such as 

fashion, costume and interiors. 
 The design of textiles, employing digital techniques for use in creative and commercial industries such as 

fabric, carpet and wallpaper design. 
 

Teaching strategies 
Practical work using a range of technology, including CAD/CAM 
Teacher and Students Demonstrations 
Group/team work 
Experimentation and testing 
Individual projects 
Development up of portfolios, groups discussions and self assessment 
Trips to shows and exhibitions. 
 

Coursework 
Personal portfolios.  Throughout the course you will gather and develop work that goes towards a final 
exhibition of projects carried out in normal lesson time supplemented by homework tasks.  All this work counts 
for 60% of the final mark. 
 

Assessment 
One timed session of 10 hours.  This will be accompanied with a body of preparation work which will 
demonstrate how you may have arrived at an idea, designers who have influenced you, resources you may have 
used, an exploration of techniques and paper patterns/samples/toiles you have created as well as the finished 
piece.  This is worth 40% of the total marks.  You cannot study this course as well as Art and Design. 
 

Further information can be obtained from Mrs L Cornell. 

Design & Technology - 
Textiles 



 
Exam Board:  AQA 
 
Introduction 
Drama is a fantastic mix of practical and theory 
based learning. Students will learn to 
collaborate with others, think analytically, creatively and evaluate effectively.  They will gain the 
confidence to pursue their own ideas, reflect and refine their efforts.  These skills are useful to students 
intending to pursue their studies through to the Sixth Form and University, but are also equally 
transferrable to the workplace. Studying Drama does not mean you have to go in to acting– you can use 
those practical skills as a lawyer in a courtroom, as a doctor speaking to patients or any job that requires 
presentation and communication skills– the possibilities are endless! 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover and teaching strategies 
Unit 1: Understanding Drama 
 This is a written exam exploring theatre roles and terminology e.g. stage positioning, different types 

of staging, costume and set design, dramatic climax and stage directions.  We also study the 
performer’s vocal interpretation of character in terms of accent, volume and emotional range and 
their physical interpretation.  The roles and responsibilities of the stage manager, set designer and 
lead performer are explored.  One multiple-choice section is based on this in the exam. 

 One play text is studied and students have to answer questions from the point of view of a 
performer.  They will have to understand the social, cultural or historical context of the text and how 
lighting or sound communicates this setting. Our chosen text is Willy Russel’s “Blood Brother’s.” 

 The final question is an evaluation of a live piece of theatre that the students will have been taken to 
see. So we will be watching live performances and visiting theatres as part of this course. 

Unit 2: Devising Drama 
 The devised performance is worth 20 marks. 
 A devising log/portfolio is worth 60 marks. 
 For the group devised performance students will be presented with a range of stimuli to base their 

performances on.  They also have to choose a genre or performance style e.g. comedy, naturalistic, 
physical theatre, epic theatre etc. 

 The devising log/portfolio is a written piece of evidence for students to show how they developed/
refined their ideas in their devised drama and how they advanced their theatrical skills. Photos and 
diagrams can be included to support their work. 

Unit 3: Texts in Practice 
Students have to select two extracts from one play to base two performances on.  The teachers are able 
to support and help select these plays for the students. 
Students can decide to do either group performances or a monologue/duologue. 
 
Other assessment 
Unit 1: Written Exam 1hour 45min. 40% of the overall qualification 
Unit 2: Practical: Devised performance and devising log. 40% of the overall qualification 
Unit3: Practical. 20% of the overall qualification. 
 
Further information can be obtained from Mrs Parks 

Drama 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Exam Board: Edexcel-French GCSE 
We are teaching the Edexcel specification.  This has been developed in consultation with teachers and 
students in order to make it more interesting for you and to enable you to really use your language 
skills. 
 
Introduction 
Having studied French at Key Stage 3 you will be pleased to know that you already know a lot of the 
vocabulary and grammar you’ll need for GCSE.  You’ll build on these topics during the course as well as 
moving on to new ones.  Taking a GCSE in a language adds an extra dimension to your skills which will 
impress anyone who reads your CV. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
In-depth cover of the topics of Identity & Culture, Local, National & Global Areas of Interest, Future 
Study and Employment. 
 
Teaching strategies 
You will enjoy a wide range of activities during your lessons, to include role-plays, use of “real” materials 
and access to websites.  You may have the opportunity to practise your speaking with a native-speaker 
teacher or assistant in Year 11 and you will be able to participate in an exchange and/or trip to use/
develop your language skills abroad. 
 
Coursework 
None – you now have two years to prepare really well for a final exam. 
 
Assessment 
Each skill - Listening, Speaking, Reading & Writing - is worth 25% of the total GCSE marks.  Your own 
teacher will conduct your Speaking Test at the end of the course (this will last around 10 minutes).  The 
new Writing Exam allows you to demonstrate your translation skills as well as write for different 
audiences. 
 
Further information can be obtained from any of the Languages Team. 

French 



Exam Board: AQA 
 

Introduction 
At GCSE you will build on the skills you have 
developed whilst studying Geography at Key Stage 
3.  Your knowledge and understanding of Human 
and Physical Geography is extended and integrated 
with a strong focus on topical issues and up-to-date 
case studies.  You will develop skills essential to the 
study of the world around us, such as data collection 
and analysis.   
 

Summary assessments 
PAPER 1  

Challenges in the natural environment    -   Examination: 1 hour 30 minutes 

The three key areas of the syllabus are: The challenge of natural hazards, The living world (Tropical 

Rainforests and Deserts), and Physical landscapes in the UK (Coasts and Rivers) 

Theses units are concerned with the dynamic nature of physical processes and systems, and human 

interaction with them in a variety of places and at a range of scales 
 

PAPER 2 

Challenges in the human environment    -   Examination: 1 hour 30 minutes 

The three key areas of the syllabus are: Urban issues and challenges, The changing economic world, and 

The challenge of resource management (Water) 

This unit is concerned with human processes, systems and outcomes and how these change both 

spatially and temporally. They are studied in a variety of places and at a range of scales and must include 

places in various states of development, such as higher income countries, lower income countries and 

newly emerging economies. 
 

PAPER 3 

Geographical applications   -   Examination: 1 hour 15 minutes 

The two key areas of the syllabus are: Issue evaluation and Fieldwork 

Students need to undertake two geographical enquiries, each of which must include the use of primary 
data, collected as part of a fieldwork exercise. 

 
Further information can be obtained from Mr Brooks, Mr Webb, your Geography teacher or from the 
AQA website (http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/geography/gcse/geography-8035). 

Geography 

For a video from Mr Brooks 
about this course, scan this QR 
code or visit:  
https://youtu.be/r39QSKf9HhY 
 

For a detailed course 
content, scan this QR 
code  
 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/geography/gcse/geography-8035
https://youtu.be/r39QSKf9HhY


 
Exam Board: Edexcel German GCSE 
We are teaching the Edexcel specification.  This has been developed in consultation with teachers and 
students in order to make it more interesting for you and to enable you to really use your language 
skills. 
 
Introduction 
Good news!  If you’ve studied German at Key Stage3 you already know a lot of the vocabulary and 
grammar you’ll need for GCSE.  You’ll build on these topics during the course as well as moving on to 
new ones.  Taking a GCSE in German will be really helpful on your CV and help you to both travel and 
extend work opportunities. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
In-depth cover of the topics of Identity & Culture, Local, National & Global Areas of Interest, Future 
Study and Employment. 
 
Teaching Strategies 
You will enjoy a wide range of activities during your lessons, to include role-plays, use of “real” materials 
and access to websites.  You may have the opportunity to practise your speaking with a native-speaker 
teacher or assistant in Year 11 and you will be able to participate in an exchange and/or trip to use/
develop your language skills abroad. 
 
Coursework 
None – you now have two years to prepare really well for a final exam. 
 
Assessment 
Each skill - Listening, Speaking, Reading & Writing - is worth 25% of the total GCSE marks.  Your own 
teacher will conduct your Speaking Test at the end of the course (this will last around 10 minutes).  The 
new Writing Exam allows you to demonstrate your translation skills as well as write for different 
audiences. 
 
Further information can be obtained from Miss Cesarano, Mr Craig or Mrs Green. 

German 



 
 
 
 
 

Exam Board: OCR 
  

Introduction 
If you love studying the past and understanding why the world is the way that it is today, then this is the subject for 
you! The History GCSE at Farlingaye is an exciting course that allows you to build on the skills and understanding that 
you have built across Years 7-9. History is a great subject that allows you to develop a number of skills that are 
transferable to many careers. These include law, accountancy, the civil service and government, the police force, 
armed forces, academic research, journalism, business and education to name a few. The particular skills that we 
develop over the course of our two years include formulating arguments, evaluating and analysing source material, 
building resilience, independence and also working with others. The key thing that we ask of all of our students is that 
you have a keen interest in history. If you bring the genuine interest, we will bring the passion and enthusiasm to 
match.   
 

Teaching strategies 
The teaching of history varies across the topics that we teach. We use a variety of approaches and activities that you 
will already have experienced in your history lessons over the last 3 years. We love to make history engaging through 
the use of investigating the past using original source material, re-enactments, the odd video clip and also ensuring that 
you have the notes to help support you in assessments and exams. 
  

Summary of the topics you will cover 
Over the course of the two years we study 5 different units; they are as follows: 
1. Living under Nazi Rule, 1933-1945 - This study looks at Hitler’s road to dictatorship, the various terror groups he 
used, living under Nazi rule for different groups in German society, the holocaust and the impact of Nazi rule in 
occupied Europe. 
2. The Making of America, 1789-1900 - This unit starts with the conception of America as a new nation through to its 
emergence as a vibrant and diverse country by 1900. Other exciting topics within this unit include the migrations of 
different groups West; the Donner Party (that yes, turn to cannibalism), the Mormons and the ’49s who go west to 
hunt for Gold. We also cover the Civil War, cowboys and cattlemen along with the changing lives for both Native 
Americans and also African– Americans over the whole time period. 
3. The People’s Health, c.1250 to present - In the current climate this study is perhaps one of our most relevant. The 
story of People’s Health weaves its way through all aspects of the lives we live. As part of this unit we compare the 
different eras to see how much change has occurred in living conditions and responses to epidemics such as The Black 
Death, Cholera, AIDS and Spanish Flu.  
4. The Norman Conquest 1065-1087 - This course assesses the impact of the Norman Conquest on England. We cover 
everything from life just before the invasions of 1066 and the battles of 1066 (all three of them) to the rebellions 
William faced after he became King and the various castles he built to maintain order. 
5. History Around Us - As part of the OCR History B GCSE we complete a study of a local history site. Our chosen site is 
Norwich Castle, where we explore the various uses of the site over its 1000 year history, the people that lived there 
and activities that they took part in, such as the public hangings, as well as what makes it an important place in both 
history and the present day. 
  

Trips 
¨ As part of the History Around Us unit we run a trip, for all students, to Norwich Castle; where you are taken on a tour 
by the museum guides to see how the site has been used. The site has an incredible history due to its conversion to a 
Victorian Prison through to it surviving the Blitz in WWII. 
¨ New for 2021-2023 will be a trip, offered to GCSE History students, to Germany to visit some of the key sites that we 
will learn about with regards to our Living under Nazi rule course; such as the Reichstag (the German government 
building that was set on fire in 1933), a concentration camp, the Topography of Terror Museum and the Berlin Olympic 
Stadium where the 1936 Games were held. 
 

Assessment 
There are three GCSE History exams, that are taken in the summer of Year 11. The exams will test your ability to use 
source material and to recall own knowledge to answer a variety of questions. 
 

Further Information can be obtained from your History teacher or Miss N Hetherington 

History 



Exam Board: Pearson Edexcel 
 
Introduction 
This qualification is for students interested in 
taking a hands-on course alongside their 
GCSEs that will offer them an insight into 
what it is like to work the Digital sector. 
Digital skills span all industries, and almost all 
jobs in the UK today require employees to 
have a good level of digital literacy, putting it 
increasingly on a par with English and maths 
skills. The BTEC Tech Award in Digital 
Information Technology gives learners a 
broad introduction to several aspects of ‘digital’ – from user interface design to data management and IT 
systems – enabling them to see what areas they are most keen on and keeping their options wide open for 
progression.  This course complements the learning in GCSE programmes such as Computer Science. Covering 
topics and themes that are very relevant to today’s digital landscape, it is a perfect stepping-stone into further 
study in the area. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Our new ICT course builds on young people’s love of digital devices. Digital Media is a key part of many areas 
of our everyday lives and vital to the UK economy. Using realistic vocational contexts, students will have the 
opportunity to explore, develop and apply highly sought-after key skills such as data management and data 
protection, project planning, and the design of user interfaces and dashboards as a way to present and 
interpret data. They’ll learn about the iterative design process, cyber security, virtual teams, codes of conduct, 
and legal and ethical issues. In addition, students will gain an understanding of relevant employability skills and 
personal attributes, such as self-management and communication skills and the ability and willingness to 
evaluate and critically analyse their own performance.  
 
Teaching strategies 
Group and class discussion / Portfolio and research work / Independent learning using specified targets and 
deadlines / Individual discussion and guidance 
 
Coursework - 60% of the marks (30% for each piece of coursework) 
Component 1: Exploring User Interface Design Principles and Project Planning Techniques   
Students will develop their understanding of what makes an effective user interface and how to effectively 
manage a project. They will use this understanding to plan, design and create a user interface  
Component 2: Collecting, Presenting and Interpreting Data  
Students will understand the characteristics of data and information and how they help organisations in 
decision making. They will use data manipulation methods to create a dashboard to present and draw 
conclusions from information.  
 
Written Exam Paper - 40% of marks (1 hour 30 mins) 
Component 3: Effective Digital Working Practices  
Students will explore how organisations use digital systems and the wider implications associated with their 
use  
 
Further information can be obtained from Mr M Smith 

Digital Information Technology 



Exam Board: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) 
 
Introduction 
This examination course is designed to allow the study of music through the integration of performing, 
composing, listening and appraising.  It covers a broad range of musical styles from classical and world music 
to more popular genres.  The course gives students the opportunity to make music both  
individually and in groups, to develop a life-long interest in music and to progress to further study. 
This course is for those who have real interest in Music and wish to develop and extend their understanding. 
Musicians most welcome! 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Students study eight different set works, which will be put into historical context and into a specific Area of 
Study. Performance and composition tasks will be linked to the Four Areas of Study. 
 
Teaching strategies 
Set works are introduced and placed in their historical context.  Ideas are then explored through group 
practical tasks and developed into individual composition assignments.  Time is devoted in class to 
preparation for the assessed solo and group performances and it is expected that students will participate in 
any extra-curricular activities considered appropriate to the development of skills in this area. 
 
Coursework 
30% of marks are awarded for composition coursework.  Students produce a portfolio of individual 
compositions from which the best two are selected for submission. 
 
A further 30% is awarded for performing both a solo and an ensemble – there are numerous opportunities to 
fulfil the requirements for this component ranging from classroom activities to formal and informal concerts 
and exams. 
 
Other Assessment 
At the end of the course students will sit a listening paper worth 40% of the final grade.  This paper is based 
upon the eight set works. 
 
Further information can be obtained from: Ms G Martino  

Music 



Exam Board: Pearson 
Introduction  
This qualification is the same size and level as a GCSE. It is 
ideal for you if you would like to learn about the different 
types of music practice – from composition and 
performance, to songwriting – and the various musical styles 
and techniques that are required to create them. You will 
also develop important practical skills that are vital in the 
modern music industry, from rehearsing to experimenting 
with technology, equipment and instruments. 
Summary of topics you will cover 
Component 1:  Exploring Music Products and Styles(30%, internally assessed) 
Investigate music industry “products”, and music styles and genres  
A music industry “product” might be a recording, composition, live performance, music for film, TV or 
computer game. How are they created? What are the different styles of music from the 1960s to today? 
Who are the iconic composers and artists? How has the development of technology impacted on popular 
music? Can you compose or perform in different styles? 
Component 2: Music Skills Development (30%, internally assessed) 
Show progress in music disciplines through practical tasks 
As a performer, producer or creator in the music industry, you need to continually develop your skills and 
techniques in order to be successful and secure a regular flow of gigs and commissions. In this component, 
you will participate in workshops and classes where you will develop technical, practical, personal and 
professional skills and specialise in at least two of the following areas: 
Music performance; Creating original music (on instrument or Logic); Music Production 
Component 3: Responding to a Commercial Brief (40%, externally assessed. Task completed under 
supervision in June 2021) 
Develop and present music in response to a given brief. 
This component will allow you to work to your strengths and interests and apply the skills that you have 
learned throughout your course in a practical way. You will focus on a particular area of the music industry 
that excites and appeals to you and respond to a commercial music brief as a composer, performer or 
producer. You could: 
Perform a stylistically accurate cover of a song; Create original music in a particular style; Use Logic 
stylistically to create original music 
Teaching strategies 
You will carry out tasks and mini-projects throughout the course. These are marked internally so you will 
receive feedback as to how you are getting on. Towards the end of the course, your knowledge and skills of 
either music creation and production or music creation and performing will be assessed through a task that is 
set and marked by Pearson. All of the work that you do throughout the course will prepare you for this final 
task.  
What else should I consider? 
There is an emphasis on practical work including both performing and working at Logic on the iMacs. The 
ability to read music, and performance at an instrument or voice (or willingness to learn) will really help 
support your studies. You can be a strong performer or just starting out, the important thing is the progress 
you make. 
For further information please see Mr Picton or Ms Martino 

BTEC Cert Level 2 Tech Award 
in Music Practice 



Studying PE in KS4 
 
If you would like to continue studying PE in Year 10 there are two options you can choose and it is 
important that you understand the difference between the two courses so that you select the one 
you think you are best suited to. 
 
What do the courses have in common? 
 
Both courses have an assessment of your practical skills in sport and therefore you need to enjoy 
the practical component and play sport for pleasure in your own time; this could be in school extra
-curricular clubs or in out of school clubs. 
Both courses require you to have a genuine interest in the theoretical study of sport and PE. This 
might be things such as how sport is portrayed in the media, how we learn new skills, how sport is 
organised and governed in the UK. 
Both of the courses have most of their lessons in the classroom. There will be some practical 
lessons but both courses are theoretical courses where practical lessons only make up a small part 
of what is taught. 
 
How are the courses different? 
 
In GCSE PE you sit 2 written exams which are worth 60% of your final grade. In Sports Studies you 
sit one written paper at the end of year 10 and that is worth 25% of your final grade.  
In Sports Studies there are two substantial coursework units. In order to succeed in these you need 
to be well organised, good at managing your own time and confident to work independently when 
required. You will need to be able to check your own work against criteria and submit it to your 
teacher when deadlines are set. In GCSE PE there is one piece of written coursework which is 
worth 10% of the final grade. 
GCSE PE has some reasonably challenging academic content in the exam unit so you would need to 
enjoy Science at school and be aware that there is a scientific focus to the course. The Sports 
Studies course has theoretical content but it focuses on how sport is organised and run in the UK 
and how the media influences participation. 
 
 
 
Suitability for the course: 
 
As with any GCSE subject, a genuine passion and interest in the subject is essential for success. If 
you are intrigued about how the body systems work when we exercise, how the mental side of 
sport can impact upon performance or how the use of technology has changed the sporting 
landscape, the either GCSE PE or Sports studies could be right for you. Playing sport regularly 
outside of school would certainly be advantageous and attendance at PE clubs would generally be 
expected.  

Physical Education 



Exam Board:  AQA 
  
Introduction 
This course will appeal to you if you: 
· have a genuine interest in sport and look forward to your PE lessons; 
· take part in competitive sport outside of lesson time; 
· want to follow a course that develops knowledge and understanding through practical involvement; 
· want to know more about the benefits of sport and exercise; 
· want to learn how to develop your own fitness training programmes; 
· want to study a course that you will enjoy; 
· are considering a sports-related career or an A-Level/higher education course. 
  
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Students will develop an understanding of all the factors that contribute to a healthy and active lifestyle. 
Some of the things they will learn about are how the body reacts to exercise, how to increase fitness 
levels and how we process information when playing sport. Not only will the students develop their 
knowledge and understanding, but they will gain an appreciation of the importance of exercise for all 
round well-being. 
  
Teaching strategies 
Students will be taught a mixture of practical and theory lessons. The nature of the course means that 
most lessons will be classroom based. Practical lessons will require students to work collaboratively and 
cooperatively. It is generally expected that students picking GCSE PE participate in at least one sport 
outside of school. 
  
Coursework 
Students will need to offer 3 practical sports in the role of participant/player.  The 3 performances, 
along with an evaluation and analysis task make up 40% of the final grade. The sports that the students 
are assessed in must comprise of at least one team sport, one individual sport, and one either team or 
individual sport. 
  
Assessment 
Students will sit 2 exams in Year 11 of 1 hour 15 minutes each, both making up 30% of the final grade 
equating to 60% of the overall grade. 
Paper 1: Applied anatomy and physiology, Movement analysis, Physical training, Use of data. 
Paper 2: Sports psychology, Socio-cultural influences, Heath, fitness and well-being, Use of data. 
  
Further information can be obtained from Mr A Haughan or your PE teacher.  

Physical 
Education 



Exam Board:  AQA 
 
Introduction 
The course is attractive to those students with a keen interest in 
how and why people behave in certain ways as it provides 
opportunities for them to develop an understanding of important 
aspects of human behaviour. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Psychologists study human behaviour. Students will have the 
opportunity to study a range of topics which are of interest to psychologists including: 
 Memory 
 Perception 
 Development 
 Social Influence 
 Language, thought and communication 
 Brain and neuropsychology 
 Psychological problems 
 
You will be presented with interesting materials relating to these key topics, as well as having the 
opportunity to carry out miniature research projects to develop your knowledge of how psychologists 
conduct research. 
 
Teaching strategies 
Explanation through the use of a variety of teaching and learning activities 
 Use of textbooks 

 Discussion and debate 
 Video clips and TV programmes 

 Directed investigation work  
 
This is an academic subject requiring extensive reading and writing. 
 
Coursework 
None – the course is 100% examination. 
 
Assessment 
Paper 1 exam: ‘Cognition and behaviour’ will be taken in the summer of Year 11 and accounts for 50% of the 
final mark. 
Paper 2 exam: ‘Social context and behaviour’ will be taken in the summer of year 11 and accounts for 50% of 
the final mark. 
The exams will test your knowledge of the subject matter and the methods used within Psychology. It also 
tests your ability to apply skills that you have developed throughout the course. 
 
Further information can be obtained from Mrs S Curtis. 

Psychology 



Exam Board: AQA 8062 
 
Introduction 
For the thinking student, P.R.E. is an exciting opportunity to explore in depth the philosophical and 
ethical questions we ask ourselves everyday. If you enjoy exploring people’s beliefs and values, 
discussing and debating issues, and reaching conclusions, then you will enjoy the P.R.E. course in Years 
10 and 11. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
 Christian and Islamic beliefs, teaching and practices. 

 Why People Believe in God - How else can we explain existence? 
 Euthanasia and Abortion - Is the sanctity of life more important than the quality of life? 

 Life After Death: Heaven and Hell - Is Hell really a word to describe human evil? 

 Marriage, Divorce and Sex - Is anything permissible? 
 War and Peace: is it right to go to war? 
 
Teaching strategies 
We use a wide range of resources and there is some ICT work and preparing presentations.  We have a 
lot of classroom discussions, and students will practise exam techniques regularly over the 2 years. If  
you were interested in the ethical topics studied in the first term of P.R.E. in Year 9, you will really enjoy 
this subject. Come and be part of a philosophical enquiry into the beliefs and values of people today. 
 
Coursework 
None. 
The course is 100% examination – 2 exams in Year 11. 
 
Other assessment 
There are two 1¾ hour examinations.   
There is no tiered entry in P.R.E. 
 
Further Information can be obtained from: Mrs K Beasant or Miss Elmer.  

Philosophy, 
Religion and Ethics 



 
 

Exam Board: AQA Specification suite 
 
Introduction: Should I do this option? 
This pathway produces 3 separate 
GCSEs at the end of the course. AQA 
GCSE (9-1) Biology, GCSE (9-1) 
Chemistry, and GCSE (9-1) Physics. 
This is an ideal option for those of you 
intending to do sciences in the sixth 
form or beyond, and for those with a 
really keen interest in the subject. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover - 
Biology Modules 
Paper 1 (50% of the Biology 
qualification) 
Cell Biology, Organisation; Infection and response; and Bioenergetics.  
Paper 2 (50% of the Biology qualification) 
Homeostasis and response; Inheritance, variation and evolution; and Ecology. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover - Chemistry modules 
Paper 1 (50% of the qualification) 
Atomic structure and the periodic table; Bonding, structure and the properties of matter; Quantitative 
chemistry; Chemical changes and Energy changes.  
Paper 2 (50% of the qualification) 
The Rate and extent of chemical change; Organic chemistry; Chemical analysis; Chemistry of the 
atmosphere; and Using resources.  
 
Summary of the topics you will cover - Physics modules 
Paper 1 (50% of the Physics qualification) 
Energy; Electricity; Particle model of matter; and Atomic structure.  
Paper 2 (50% of the Physics qualification) 
Forces; Waves; and Magnetism and electromagnetism.  
 
Teaching strategies 
Practical work, ICT simulations, internet searches, multimedia science lab structured work, discussions 
and debates, projects, quizzes. 
 
Assessment overview 
A mixture of different question styles, including multiple-choice questions, short-answer questions, 
calculations and extended open-response questions. 
For further information please speak to a member of the Science team.   
 
If you wish to discuss this option further, please speak to Mr S Lucking, Mrs C Moran or Mr J Parks. 

GCSE (9-1) Biology, Chemistry and Physics 

Separate Sciences 



Exam Board:  Eduqas 
 
Introduction 
The course is attractive to those students who have a keen interest in the society in which they live as it 
provides opportunities for them to develop an understanding of important aspects of social life. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
Sociologists study human society.  They have an opportunity to study a range of topics which are of 
interest to sociologists.  Issues that are studied include: 
 

 Why is the divorce rate so high? 

 Why is there so much crime in Britain? 
 Are men and women equal in modern Britain? 

 Are poor people to blame for their own poverty? 
 Does your social class matter nowadays? 

 Why are some students against education? 
 
You are presented with interesting materials relating to key topics.  Use is made of text books, articles 
and television programmes.   
Discussion plays an important part in lessons, but this is an academic subject requiring extensive reading 
and writing. 
 
Teaching strategies 
 Exposition 
 Discussion and debate 
 Videos/TV programmes 
Directed investigative work 
 
Coursework 
None - the course is 100% examination. 
 
Assessment 
Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 exams will be taken in the summer of Year 11 and each exam is worth 50% of the 
final mark.  Each exam is 1hr 45mins. 
The exams will test your knowledge of both subject matter and methods of Sociology.  It also tests your 
ability to apply the skills that you have developed throughout the course.  There will be a mixture of 
short answer, structured questions and extended-response questions. 
 
Further information can be obtained from Mr O Saunders, Mr Smith-Howell or Miss D Clarke. 

Sociology 



Exam Board: Edexcel – Spanish GCSE 
We are teaching the Edexcel 
specification.  This has been developed in 
consultation with teachers and students 
in order to make it more interesting for 
you and to enable you to really use your 
language skills. 
 
Introduction 
Good news!  If you’ve studied Spanish at 
Key Stage3 you already know a lot of the 
vocabulary and grammar you’ll need for 
GCSE.  You’ll build on these topics during 
the course as well as moving on to new ones.  Taking a GCSE in Spanish will be really helpful on your CV 
and help you to both travel and extend work opportunities. 
 
Summary of the topics you will cover 
In-depth cover of the topics of Identity & Culture, Local, National & Global Areas of Interest, Future 
Study and Employment. 
 
Teaching strategies 
You will enjoy a wide range of activities during your lessons, to include role-plays, use of “real” materials 
and access to websites.  You may have the opportunity to practice your speaking with a native-speaker 
teacher or assistant in Year 11 and you will be able to participate in an exchange and/or trip to use/
develop your language skills abroad. 
 
Coursework 
None - you now have two years to prepare really well for a final exam. 
 
Assessment 
Each skill - Listening, Speaking, Reading & Writing - is worth 25% of the total GCSE marks.  Your own 
teacher will conduct your Speaking Test at the end of the course (this will last around 10 minutes).  The 
new Writing Exam allows you to demonstrate your translation skills. 
 
If you are interested in this course, you should discuss this with Miss Cesarano or Miss Andrades. 

Spanish 



Exam Board: OCR  

Introduction: 
Cambridge Nationals are vocational related qualifications that take an engaging, practical and inspiring 
approach to learning and assessment surrounding the core physical educational themes. They have the 
same weighting as a GCSE.  
This course will appeal to you if you: 
 have an interest in sport and the sport industry  
 are considering a sports-related career  
 want to develop theoretical knowledge about different types of sport and physical activity  
 want to have the option to be both a performer and leader in your chosen sport  
 Are motivated to complete a coursework based subject? 
Syllabus- Topics and Assessment: 

 

 

Teaching strategies: 
Students will be taught a mixture of practical and theory lessons.  
Further information can be obtained from Miss Alexander  

Units Assessment Additional Information 

Contemporary 

issues in sport 

Written 

paper 

  

60 marks 

1. Understand the issues affecting participation in sport 

2. Know about the role of sport in promoting values 

3. Understand the importance of hosting sporting events 

4. Know about the role of national governing bodies in sport 

Developing 

sports skills 

Practical 

unit with 

coursework 

  

60 marks 

1. Be able to use skills, techniques and tactics as an individual 

performer in a sporting activity 

2. Be able use skills, techniques and tactics as a team performer in a 

sporting activity 

3. Be able to officiate in a sporting activity 

4. Be able to apply practice methods to support improvement in a 

sporting activity 

Sports 

leadership 

Practical 

unit with 

coursework 

  

60 marks 

1. Know the qualities, roles and styles of effective sports leaders 

2. Be able to plan a sports activity session 

3. Be able to deliver a sports activity session 

4. Be able to evaluate your own performance in delivering a sports 

activity session. 

Sport and the 

media 

Written 

coursework 

  

60 marks 

1. Know how sport is covered across the media 

2. Understand positive effects that media can have on sport 

3. Understand negative effects that media can have on sport 

4. Understand the relationship between sport and the media 

5. Be able to evaluate media coverage of sport 

Cambridge National 
Certificate in Sports 
Studies 


